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GRAPHISOFT Related Logins 

Please note that the following services and websites have unique login credentials which are unique 
to the service or webpage listed: 

GRAPHISOFT ID 

Use this login for: 
- Sign into ARCHICAD 22 and newer  
- Sign into the License Manager Tool application on your computer 
- https://graphisoftid.graphisoft.com to View and manage your GSID and/or Company 
- https://bimx.graphisoft.com to Upload and Share BIMx Hyper-models 
- https://bimcomponents.com to download and share ARCHICAD GDL objects 
- https://myarchicad.com to try out a 30-day trial copy of ARCHICAD 

PLEASE NOTE: myARCHICAD.com has no connection to your professional license or your 
professional account. myARCHICAD.com is a separate resource for users to download the Trial and 
Educational versions of ARCHICAD. If you like, you are free to use myARCHICAD.com as an additional 
resource and update it manually yourself (see image) in order to download installers. But it has no 
link your professional license. 

ARCHICAD-Talk User Forum 

Your ARCHICAD-talk username and password are unique to the ARCHICAD-talk website. 
https://archicad-talk.graphisoft.com  
If you are having trouble logging in, please email: gsforumadmin@graphisoft.com 

ARCHIPLUS Account 

This is a separate login solely for managing payment of your ARCHIPLUS SSA account. 
https://acct.graphisoftus.com   
If you are having trouble logging in, please contact: archiplus@graphisoft.com 

 
ARCHIPLUS MEMBER CONTENT 

There is a passphrase to access Member Content for ARCHIPLUS SSA members. 
Currently this passphrase is: graphisoft 
https://archiplus.graphisoftus.com/member-content/ 

—————————————————————— 
Any advice or suggestions from the GRAPHISOFT N.A. Help Desk are to be implemented at the discretion of the user and are not in any way directions or instructions on what 
to do with your hardware and software. GRAPHISOFT, N.A. or its employees are not responsible for any damage or deletion that may occur to your machine or software. The 
user takes sole responsibility for his/her machine and software. GRAPHISOFT N.A. is not responsible for lost time or production due to the users’ attempt at resolving an issue. 
  
GRAPHISOFT N.A. strongly recommends backing up files often to a remote location to minimize loss due to hardware or software failure or any other disaster. �  of �1 1
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